The exact intemal controllability of tbe radial solutions of a semilinear heat equation in R 3 is proved. The resuit applies for nonlinearities that are of an order smaller than ¡ a ¡ log>' ¡ a ¡ at infinity for 1 5 p < 2. The method of the proof combines HUM and a fixed point technique.
Introduction
In this paper we present a result related witb the following general controllability problem for the semilinear wave equation in iR". Lot fi be a bounded domain of IR" witb boundary Ofi of class 02. Let u> ci fi, be a nonempty open subset, Lo its characteristic function and f e C'(JR"). 
The problem of exact controllability can be formulated in the following way:
Fiud conditions on T and u> (control time and support of the control) such that for ever>' {y~~,y1},{zO,z1} E H¿(fi) x L 2(fi) we can find a
control it E L2(w x (0, T)) such that the corresponding solution y to (1) satisfies the following:
y(x,T) xx z0(x), yt(x,T) -z'(x) for x E fi.
Thus, the question is wbetber we can drive the system from any initial state to an>' final state in time 2' b>' means of the action of a control with support in u> x (0, 2'). When this property holds true we will sa>' that system (1) is exactly controllable at time 2'.
In the linear framework (f 0), the problem is by now well understood. In one space dimension with u> xx (ti, 1 2),fi xx (0,1) the exact controllability holds in time 2' > 2 max(li, 1 -12) (see (13] ). However, in several space dimensions, the geometric control property is needed on the subset u> in order to ensure the exact controllability. (See ¡1].)
When the nonlinearity f is globail>' Lipschitz there are results of exact controllability in IR. In fact, in [14) , the exact controllability is proved in several space dimensxons when u> is a neighborhood of the boundary of fi.
In the one-dimensional case Zuazna ¡14] proved the existence of fo > O such that if hm sup 2 < fo (2) S¡-.oo ¡s¡log ¡s¡ then system (1) is exactly controllable at time 2' with the same control time that in the linear case. Condition (2) allows nonlinearities that growth at infinity in a superlinear way. This condition is ahnost optimal since no assumption is done on the sign of the nonlinearity. Indeed, in ¡11] is proved that if 1 lehaves at infinity like -a log"(Js¡) with p > 2 tben system (1) is not exactí>' controllable at an>' time 2'> 0.
The aim of this paper is to adapt the techniques used by Zuazna in [11] to the exact controllabihity problem for the radial solutions of (1) in a IR.
We shall assume the existence of a constant O > O and 1 5 p < 2 such that the nonlinearity f satisfies the following grow condition:
Under this assumption, by the methods of Cazenave and Haraux ¡2], it follows that system (1) has a unique global solution
On the other hand if y0, y' are functions of ¡x¡, Ji is function of (¡x¡, t) we obtain that the solution is radial, that is, it depends of (¡x¡, t). That allows us to transform equation (1) , by a change to spherical coordinates, to a semilinear wave equation in iR. Nevertheless, working on the space of three-dimensional radial functions introduces new technical difficulties. Observe that these additional difflculties make the grow condition (3), that we are asking to be satisfied b>' the nonlinearity, to be more restrictive that the condition (2) of the one-dimensional case since we do not reach the critical exponent p xx 2. Nevertheless, this hypothesis improves the result in [10], where we proved the exact controllability of the radial solutions of (1) iii iR3 under the grow condition for the nonlinearity hm sup ¡f(a) ¡ for O small enough.
In order to state in a rigorous way the problem, we need to introduce sorne funetional spaces aud some of its properties. 
where now u> xx (li, 12) ci IR, it E 4(0,1). Since y is the solution of (1) we obtain that y = y(r, t) is the solution of (6) witb
The controllability problem is in this case: Find conditions on 2'> 0 such that for ever>' The main result of this paper is the following:
fer some constante O, D > O and for some 1 5 po < 2.
Titen, system (6) is exactlv controllable in time T. For the proof we adapt the methods introduced by E. Zuazna in [11) , where the exact controllability of the semilinear wave equation in E is proved. First the exact controllability of the linear equation is proved. The proof is based in HUM (Hilbert Uniqueness Method), a method introduced by J.L. Lions [4] The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 3 is devoted to the development of the fixed point method: Proposition 1 is reduced to the obtention of suitable observability estimates for the wave equation with potential. This estimates are prova! in Section 4.
Description of the fixed paint method
In this section we describe tbe fixed point technique used in the proof of Praposition 1. The proof of Proposition 1 will be reduced to tbe obtention of a suitable observability propert>' (Proposition 2) for the linear wave equation with a particular potential. fis will be done in the next section.
We proceed in several steps.
Step 1 (Linearization).
Let us lix the initial and final data {y%y'},{z'tz'} E V >< L?(fl), with fi = (0, 1), and let us introduce the continuous function
We can write (6) as
(9) Then, the proof of Proposition 1 can be reduced to prove the exact controhlabiity of The first step is to prove the existence of a control h xx h(r, t; C) E L 2(j0, TI, 4(w)) sucb that the solution y(r, t; O of (10) satisfies (7), that
is, y(r.2') xx z0(r),yt(r,T) z'(r).
To prove this we use HUM. We first solve the system
in fi with {z0, z1} E V x 4. This system has a unique solution
z xx z(r,t;C) E O([O,Tj;V)flO'([0,TI;4(fl))
and it depends continuously on {z0, 0, (} E y x 4(fl) < L~(fi x (0,2')).
•
Luz de Teresa
For any {t%4'i} E 4 >c V'we salve the system
We define the linear and continuous operator
The problem is reduced ¿o prove the existence of some {4'O,
¡ndeed, if {~%~'} is the solution of (15), then u, the corresponding solution of (13), satisfies
and therefore y = u + 2 satisfies both (10) and (7).
In order to solve (15) we multipí>' (13) by ¿he solution 4' of (12) and integrating by parts we observe that 1 22
That implies that
where < , > denotes the duality pairing between 4(fl) xV aud 4(fl) x y,.
Step 2. Let us assume that the following observability inequality holds for system (12): there exist q = q(p), 2 < q < oc and two positive constants A, fi > O such that
We get and therefore
Then, equation (15) has a unique solution
Moreover, the solution of (10) corresponding to the control ¡¿xx <4r,t;() satisfies (7).
We have defined in a unique way a control h(r, t; () E 13([O, 2'], 4(w))
for system (10)- (7) and this for every r( E L~(fi x (0,T)). The solution y of (10) 
belongs to O([0,T];V) fl O'([0,T];L~(fl)) ¿md since

H,i(fi) ci L~(fi) we deduce that y E O([O,T];L~'}fl)
). Therefore, we have constructed a nonlinear operator
such that 1<1(C) xx y where~¡ is the solution of (10)- (7) is compact.
Step 3 (Fixed point).
It is enough to prove the existence of a fixed point of K. (6) and (7).
Therefore, if 4 xx y is a fixed point of El, it is sufficient to choose h(r, t; 4) as control for the nonlinear system (6). In order to prove the existence of a fixed point for El, we use the Leray-Shauder's degree theorem. We define the operator
where El« is the compact operator defined in Step 2 but for the nonlinearity ug. The operator PC is compact and >Z(0, 4) xx Ko(() is independent of 4. Therefore, in order to conclude the existence of a fixed point for El = El1 it is enough ¿o prove that ¿he identit>' 
(¡¡{~g, 4'~}l¡L~xV' + ¡[{4',,(T), 4'a,dT)}¡tLp<v')
(23)
Step 4. where D, O~, O, k3 are positive constanís independent of a. Again, we get that~o(OO12')B < 1 for ¡jry,,¡¡~large enougb. We deduce that
<¡¡{4'g, &~} ¡¡ + ¡¡{t,,(T), t,,,e(2')} ¡1)
is uniformly bounded, which combined with (27) yields an uniform bound for ¡¡ry,,¡¡«,.
Step 5.
Let us return to the case f(0) # O . Instead of (19) 
LX(O,T) r24drdt 5 Oofl¡{t% t~}[¡L2xvs + I¡{4'a(T), 'ko,t(T)}IIt~,v' + O)
where the constant O > O is independent of a. Since inequality (25) does not depend on the value of f(0), we can assume that
since the contrary wiil conclude the proof. Then, proceeding os in steps 3 and 4 we easily obtain the uniform bound for ¡Iry4¡«,. It remains to prove tbe observabihity property (16) and the estimate (24). This wilI be done in the following section (Proposition 2 and Lemma 4) and the praof of Proposition 1 will be concluded. 
Observability estimates
The aim of this section is to prove the observabihty result (16). To prove tuis estimate we introduce the fallowing class of functions:
7' = {a measurable : r 6a(r,t) E L~(fl x (0,2')) for every 5> 0}.
Observe that, in particular, the function g defined in the previous section belongs to this class. 
The main result of this section is the following Reciprocall>', if y is the solution of (34) with data u0, u1, then ¿ xx v/r is solution of (32) for initial data~= u0/r, ¿' = v'/r.
We observe then a biunique conespondance between the solutions of (32) with initial data in 4 x V' and the solutions of (34) with initial data in L2(fl) x ¡<'(fi). Then Proposition 2 is equivalent to: For the proof of Proposition 3 we first study the behavior of the enero'
Where IIv¡IH-t<n) xx [¡a ¶[SL'vI¡L2(n) and .K-denotes the Laplacian with homegeneous Dirichlet conditions.
We have the following estimate. 
br evertj potential a E 7', for everzj solution of (84).
Lot us assume ¿bat Proposition 4 hold in order to prove Proposition 3. The proof of this proposition will be given at the end of this section.
Proof of Praposition 3.
We proceed by steps.
Step 1.
First of alí we observe that time-revertibilit>' of the system satisfied by u and Proposition 4 impí>' that for ever>' 0 =ti .c t 2 5 2', we have
Then, it is sufficient to prove the existence of ¿~,~2 6 [0,2'], ±i< t2 and O> O such that
We now observe that, in order to get (38), it is sufficient to prove
Indeed, niultiplying (34) by m(t)[S1'v and integrating by parts in fi x (ti, ¿2) we get Combining (39) and (40) it is easy to get (38).
Step 2.
If y E L 2(u> < (0,2')) xx L2(li, 12; 13(0,2')) b>' using ¿he equation We observe that in order to prove (42) it is enough ¿o obtain Jr(ro) v2Cirdt < CeC¡k~¡IcQ'9{j v2(ro,t)Cit + ¡¡Vr(r0,t)l¡~f-1(OT)} (44) for ever>' re E fi and 2' > max(ro, 1 -re) with r(re) xx wi(ro) u w~(r~) where w 1(re) xx {(r,t) E (0,re) x (0,2'): tE (ro-r,r+T--ro)} r2(re) xx {(r, t) E (re>, 1) x (0,2'): t E (r -re, 2' -r + re)} Indeed, integrating (44) with respect to those re E u> for which the time given in Proposition 2 satisfies 2' > 2max(ro, 1-re) we get (42) with ti xx max(11, 1 -12),~2 xx T -max(li, 1 -/2).
Step 3.
Jet us finail>' prove (44). We observe that due to limite propagation (xx 1) in system (34) we have
where w xx w(r, t) is the solution of
for ever>' rE fi (46) w(re, t) xx v(ro, t), w,4ro, t) xx vt (re, t) in ( 
u
We proceed now to prove Proposition 4. In this aim we remember two technical Lemmas that are going to be usa! during the proof.
First we recalí the Sobolev's embeddings in dimension one:
Lemma 2. We consider the following linear wave equation:
fr,Q) -~O, ydr, 0) xx y' in fi.
with a e?, 1/2> e =0, be 13(0, 2', ¡<-.
T];H6(fi)).
We define the energy: 
for some 6 > 0.
Prao?. We can choose O such that The energy E is conserved for system (52). Therefore Combining (54) and (55), (36) follows easil>'. u
